" Five Step System To Overcome Success Barrier" 1 On 1 Coaching With Lalitha Brahma
I imagine that YOU may be asking YOURSELF the following questions. Hence the questions are prepared
that way. Herebelow are my answers:
Q-1 How can I Qualify for 1 on 1 Coaching?
1. You fall in ONE Of The following categories:
Category-A
I am a Mom, self-employed and WANT to enjoy Entrepreneurship. I thought, I have the determination
and the ability to be a successful and fulfilled Entrepreneur. But every small family event/nagging
thought/negative emotion, stares at me like a HUGE boulder. I feel like I am pressing BOTH the
Accelerator/gas pedal and the Break of my CAR at the same time, which I know is NOT good, but do not
know WHY I feel that way?
Category-B
I just lost my job/retired from my job/may lose my job. I WANT to operate my OWN business. I am
having a confused mindset of WANTING to be my OWN boss, but afraid of entering the UNKNOWN
arena of Entrepreneurship/self-employment. I realize that I need help with understanding the mindset
shifts needed to transition from an employee to an Entrepreneur/self-employment.
2. You are AWARE that you fall into one of the above categories and WANT to take care of it by the end
of this year and make your Year 2012 more rewarding, peaceful and profitable.
3. You don't want a general book OR an audio, but you DO WANT a custom made 5 STEP PLAN TO
OVERCOME YOUR SUCCESS BARRIER comprising of Action Worksheet, Written Transcript of affirmations
and Downloadable Digital mp3audio Recording of phrases to be said during tapping on various energy
points using Emotional Freedom Technique EXCLUSIVELY created for your specific situation, that has
PROVEN to change the lives of people, who belonged these categories and coached with me.
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4. You are serious and ready to take ACTION right NOW to make your Year 2012 more rewarding,
peaceful and profitable.
5. You understand that I am not a Health care practitioner/attorney/Certified Coach or a Doctor.
However, I have helped people like you, using the very same techniques that I use every day to make
empowering choices for my business and family. I am able to do that because I consistently learn and
test the knowledge and wisdom gained from some of the leading experts like Mark joyner, Brian Tracy,
Jim Rohn, Kendall Summer hawk Ali Brown and Gary Craig and others. I have been an Entrepreneur
since 2002 after transitioning from being an EMPLOYEE in Management position for over 21 years. I am
certified in Basic Emotional Freedom Technique.
6. You Understand that there is no refund as everything is digital and the documents are made
EXCLUSIVELY custom made for your specific needs. No one else can use it. We also DO NOT guarantee
results.
Q-2 If I am agreeable and meet all the above requirements, What do I do next?
Send an email to info@elbeeservicesllc.com with the following information/questions:
Subject-One on One Coaching
First name
Last name
Email IdTel number where you can be reached OR would you prefer SKYPE/GoogleVoice:
Answer the following questions:
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1. Do You belong to Category A OR B OR BOTH? Describe what is your SPECIFIC pressing problem ?
2. If you could take care of this with a system specifically tailored for your SPECIFIC situation in your daily
life style What would it mean to you in terms of your lifestyle, business, family? In other words, how
much more money you will be able to make OR save?
How will it show up in your health and relationship with your family/employees?
How much free time will you get to do what you WANT to do?
How much of an impact will it have on your health?
Q-3 What will I get?
1. Based upon the details in your email, and upon receipt of your payment, I will call you and offer a 45
minutes session, that will help me identify the emotional Barrier that is showing up as pain/negative
emotion/nagging thought/procrastination AND acting as a barrier to your MOVING forward in
business/life.
2. Within 2 business days, I will send you an email explaining my Observations, blockage and how we will
move forward.
3. You will receive the following
1. A "5 STEP PLAN TO OVERCOME YOUR SUCCESS BARRIER" Action Worksheet, prepared exclusively for
YOUR specific barrier. You can use it like your GPS for the day, accomplish the task easily and
effortlessly
2. Written Transcript of affirmations, to help in subconsciously replacing your SPECIFIC barrier with
possibilities.
3. A Downloadable Digital mp3audio Recording of phrases to be said during tapping on various energy
points using Emotional Freedom Technique EXCLUSIVELY created for your specific barrier, that has
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PROVEN to change the lives of people, who belonged these categories and Coached with me. More
importantly, it has helped CLEAR emotional clutter and ALLOW logical thinking
4. Written Transcript of phrases to be said during tapping on various energy points using Emotional
Freedom Technique EXCLUSIVELY created for your specific barrier, that has PROVEN to change the lives
of people, who belonged these categories and coached with me. When you have a material in BOTH
written and audio format, you are more likely to learn and implement easily.
BONUS-1. My Seven day audio series "7 Sure Fire Ways to Transform Your Negative Energy to Positive
Revenue Producing Actions and Impact!" $ 27 value
BONUS 2. My Ebook "
"START AND RUN A PROFITABLE BUSINESS BY PAYING ATTENTION TO YOUR EMOTIONS AND MAKING
SMART BUSINESS DECISIONS"$37 value
Q-4 How much will it cost me?
I want you to treat as an INVESTMENT in yourself and not a cost. You deserve to have it all.
OPTION-1 Pay in Full at $297 (BEST OPTION)
OPTION-2 Pay in TWO monthly Payments of $175
Also…if you're investing in this coaching to grow your business, your entire tuition is 100% tax
deductible. (be sure to double-check with your accountant.) That makes this an even GREAT deal — you
really can't lose!
Within 48 hours of receipt of your email, You will receive a Paypal Invoice. You can make payment with
any Credit Card.
Q-5-How is this coaching different from any other 1 on 1 coaching?
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Here is how we differ from any other 1 on 1 coaching:
We understand that you treat yourself as an IMPORATNT and Valuable person/business owner. Hence
you have made the decision to invest in 1 on 1 Coaching. We understand that you WANT to reap
rewards by taking action. It is not possible to follow through and reap rewards just with an hour of 1
on 1 telephone coaching. To make sure that you take consistent ACTION, in addition to identifying your
BARRIER, we offer YOU a 5 Step Plan system comprising of audio and transcripts EXCLUSIVELY done for
your situation, so that you can stay on track to run your business profitably and lead a harmonious
lifestyle.
Q-6-Why should I coach with you?
1. I am offering this ONLY to my Ezine subscribers. As you are a subscriber and are reading my Ezines, I
take it that I am providing value to you, your lifestyle and business.
2. You can learn more about my professional experience in my Linkedin profile
/Testimonials/EzineArticles Expert Author.
3. I have invested thousands of dollars in myself and my business through several Business and Personal
Development Coaching programs. Eric Lofholm's "Sales Protoge", Kendall Summerhawk's "Brand
Authenticity", Ali Brown's "Marketing Mastery", Mark Joyner's "7 Day Business Turnaround" are few of
the programs that I have graduated from.
I have learned from these experts, who are still in their Entrepreneurial journey and implemented their
teachings, and created a proven system to transform the blockage/barrier TO Clarity/peace and profits.
that keeps me moving forward. Due to time constraints, I would now like to help ONLY 5 of my Ezine
Subscribers
If you consider it worth your while to coach with me, I will be happy to be a part of your Entrepreneurial
journey.
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